DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL MARUTI KUNJ
INTER HOUSE COMPETITIONS
Each coin has two sides. It depends entirely upon a person how to look at it and how to benefit from
each opportunity. The Quarantine time demands social distancing but if we look deeply, it has given us a
chance to be more socially responsible and closer to our family. The time is a blessing as we can
introspect and work on our weaker areas. In the hustle and bustle of our daily life, we start taking many
things for granted and hardly realise their importance. Now is the time that we not only fight with the
odds rather bring harmony and make it a better life. Let us gear ourselves for the upcoming inter house
competitions with full enthusiasm.
CLASS VI
EVENT :

PAINTING COMPETITION

DATE:

10 APRIL 2020-04-02

TOPIC:

BAISAKHI

Make the painting on A3 or A4. Write your name, class, section,house on the top of the painting. Take a
picture of the painting and whatsapp the pic on 9958806760 ( Ms. Shruti) latest by 10 April. The entries
after this date will be disqualified.
CLASS VII
EVENT:

POSTER MAKING

DATE:

10 APRIL 2020-04-02

TOPIC:

BEING UNSOCIAL IS THE BIGGEST SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY DURING
QUARANTINE

Make the poster on A3 or A4. Write your name, class, section, house on the top of the poster. Take a
picture of the poster and whatsapp the pic on 9958806760 ( Ms. Shruti) latest by 10 April. The entries
after this date will be disqualified.
CLASS VIII
EVENT:

POETRY WRITING

DATE:

10 APRIL 2020-04-02

TOPIC:

LOCKDOWN

Write the poem on A4 sheet. You may adorn it with relevant images. Write your name, class,
section,house on the top of the sheet. Take a picture of the sheet and whatsapp the pic on 9711408487
( Ms. Gurpreet) latest by 10 April. The entries after this date will be disqualified.

CLASS IX
EVENT:

TURN COAT

DATE:

10 APRIL 2020-04-02

TOPIC:

VEGAN – THE NEED OF THE HOUR

Turncoat is a form of debate where the speaker literally debates against oneself. The speaker starts by taking a stance on the topic and later
contradicts himself. That means you have to write for the motion and later against the motion as well. In case of any query, feel free to talk on
9711408487 or you may google “TURNCOAT IN DEBATE”

Write the TOPIC on A4 sheet. Cover one opinion on one sheet. Write your name, class, section,house on
the top of both the sheets. Take a picture of the sheets and whatsapp the pics on 9810473190 ( Ms.
Sonali Jain) latest by 10 April. The entries after this date will be disqualified. In case of any query related
to the topic , contact on 9711408487( Ms. Gurpreet)

